Host FM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Paula Greene Stardate 10111.24 "Survival of the Fittest" Episode Four
  
Cast of Characters:

Karriaunna Scotti as Commander T’salea [CSO]
John Garrison as Lieutenant Isaac Hull [CEO]
Darlene Wise as Lieutenant Junior Grade Sarina Ryan [CTO]
Cheryl O'Quinn as Lieutenant Junior Grade Tari Richardson [CNS]
Jim O’Quinn as Lieutenant Junior Grade Seamus O’Rourke [FCO] 

Michael Jones as the Triona Trio, Skyler & Shinar

Guest Starring

Eldad ben Tovim as Ensign Eldad [OPS]

Host FM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Standing in the cave with the CNS, a Human and a Vulcan.  Glances down at Skyler who is lying on the ground in a corner::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::stands quietly, taking in their surroundings::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Leaving Tealk’s quarters, heads to the bridge, a frown in her eyes.::

OPS_Eldad says:
::At OPS, watching his console for a minute before gazing at the other bridge crew members::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
:: sitting at the Flight controls console::

CEO_Hull says:
::At Eng1 Console::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Steps off the TL and walks over to the command chair.::

Host Alpha says:
@ Prime: Begin the start up sequence for the bombs.

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Nods to Alpha, and walks over to a console he set up which connects to all the bombs::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::checking the orbits of the ships in the area ::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::watches Prime closely, but not moving::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Moves to one of the bombs that line the wall of the cave and begins to study it::

CSO_Tsalea says:
FCO: Lt. O'Rourke, it would appear that I am to lead this AT to the planet.  As you have been more involved with the current situation, I would like you to come.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Turns quickly as Prime moves to the control console::  Prime: Wait!  ::Moves quickly to the console::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ CTO: They are Klingon Mark XIV Trilithium Bombs.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
CSO: Aye, Sir ::calls down for a relief::

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Ignores the CTO and continues the sequence::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::raises an eyebrow, wondering what Ryan is up to::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Considers::  FCO:  Whom else would you suggest?

CTO_Ryan says:
@Prime: Wait!  Don't do it!  ::Tries to stop them from detonating the bombs::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::calls down fro a few bottles of Aqua regia to be avail  in the TR::

CEO_Hull says:
::Begins a level 2 diagnostic on the Main EPS grid, saucer section::

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Looks at the CTO in confusion:: CTO: Do not do what?

CTO_Ryan says:
@Prime: Don't detonate the bombs!  Geeshh....

FCO_O`Rourke says:
CSO: I would suggest the CEO as well, he may be able to help us think of something and the OPS officer as well, and a MO  and a security detail

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: There is no reason not to. ::Turns back and continues the sequence::

CNS_Richardson says:
@:;turns to Omega:: Omega: I'm a little confused. What is it you hope to accomplish by this?

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Looks at Alpha to answer that question::

OPS_Eldad says:
::Looks up from his console at the mention of his title::

CSO_Tsalea says:
FCO: Agreed.  Call together a medical officer and detail.  They are to meet us in the transporter room in 5 minutes.

CSO_Tsalea says:
OPS:  You are with us.

CNS_Richardson says:
@::follows Omega's gaze, and looks expectantly at Alpha, waiting::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
CSO: Aye, Sir ::makes the needed calls ::

OPS_Eldad says:
::Nods:: CSO: Aye, Ma'am

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Tries to think of what to do to stop them but can't think of anything to say:: Prime: Okay, you asked for it!  ::Grabs Prime and throws him against the cave wall::

CSO_Tsalea says:
*CEO*:  Your services are required for an Away mission.  Please meet us in transporter one in 5 minutes.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::stands as his relief arrives::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::attention caught by Ryan's attack on Prime, and sighs::

CEO_Hull says:
Himself:: Swell, just as I was making progress with this source on the logic-confusion program *CSO*:  Understood , on my way

Host Alpha says:
@ CNS: Since our activation, we have struggled to understand our place in the Universe. We have realized what it is. To give the Universe the clarity that it so desperately needs. In order to do this, we need to further understand the Universe ... we have determined that we can understand better through war.

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Leaves the bridge in charge of then next in command, the Mouse, and heads for the TL::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Stands fast in front of the control console::

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Is thrown against a wall. Quickly stands up and brushes himself off::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
CSO: He may want to bring a power pack with him ?

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Lifts the CTO by the back of her neck with little effort:: CTO: We have warned you.

OPS_Eldad says:
::Watches the CSO hurrying away, he quickly follows::

CSO_Tsalea says:
FCO:  The purpose?

CEO_Hull says:
::Logs off the Eng 1 console, the console goes dark, reverting ME control back to the ME Deck, he turns and heads to the TL directly on his right::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::nods:: Alpha: Ah, I see. But, there are certainly other ways to understand the universe, certainly war is not the only way.

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Looks at the CTO:: Omega: Terminate it.

CSO_Tsalea says:
*CEO*: It has been suggested you bring a spare power pack.

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Eyes glow red:: Prime: Agreed.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Struggles with being grabbed by Omega::  Omega: Let go of me!  ::Kicking::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::enters TL with the CSO :: Incase we may need to set up a field of some sort?

CNS_Richardson says:
@ Alpha: No, don't terminate it.

CSO_Tsalea says:
Computer:  Transporter one.

CEO_Hull says:
*CSO*:  Acknowledged

CNS_Richardson says:
@Alpha: Termination and war is not the way to deal with that which you don't understand.

OPS_Eldad says:
::Quickly enters before the doors close::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Lifts her other hand ... a hole appearing in the palm of her hand which begins to glow red. Plasmatic energy forms ... she is preparing to shoot the CTO in the head::

Host Alpha says:
@ CNS: You wouldn't understand.

CEO_Hull says:
*<Duty Engineer>*:  This is Lt. Hull, have someone bring me a spare power pack to Transporter Room 5, on the quick!

CNS_Richardson says:
@::ignores Omega and Prime, trying to reason with Alpha:: Alpha: But I want to understand.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::watches the deck numbers click off::

CNS_Richardson says:
@Alpha: Do not destroy, or you will never understand.

CEO_Hull says:
<Duty Engineer> *CEO*:  Aye sir, 

CTO_Ryan says:
@Omega: Let go of me!  ::struggles to break her grip::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::As the stop, steps off the TL and heads for the TR::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Is about to blow the CTO's head off when she is suddenly kicked hard from behind by a force powerful enough to actually cause a dent in her structure:: SQUARK!

FCO_O`Rourke says:
CSO: I am thinking a Laser might help us, an industrial cutting one

OPS_Eldad says:
::Quickly walks after them:: Self: Sheesh, they're in a hurry today

CNS_Richardson says:
@::turns to see what is happening::

CSO_Tsalea says:
FCO:  Attain one, as well as a weapon.

Host Alpha says:
<Skyler> @ ::As Omega falls to the ground, he spins around and kicks again ... sending her toward Prime:: You killed my master!

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Flies into Prime::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Falls to the ground and quickly gets back on her feet, feeling the pain from her broken ribs:: AGH!

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Eyes glow ... and red energy blasts fly toward Skyler & the CTO::

Host Alpha says:
<Skyler> @ CTO: Down! ::Shoves the CTO out of the way::

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Entering the room, nods to the tactical team waiting and Dr. Angel.  Excepts a weapon and steps onto the padd, turning to wait for the others.::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::moves quickly to Ryan's side:: CTO: Take cover!

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::goes into a locker and pulls out an argon Laser and a phaser rifle and a few phasers ::

CEO_Hull says:
::Arrives in Transporter Room 5, along with one of his Engineers bringing him a spare power pack::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Hits the ground::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::dives, herself, towards a safe spot::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::passes out the phasers and picks up a backpack full of Acid bottles::

CSO_Tsalea says:
Transporter chief: Beam us down to as close to the coordinates given.

CEO_Hull says:
::Grabs the power pack, and a phaser, and steps onto the pad:: CSO: Ready!

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Crawls over to the bomb control panel.  Creeps slowly up and begins trying to stop the activation sequence::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::crawls over with Ryan, and looks at all the blinking lights:: Ryan: Think you can stop it?

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Accepts another weapon::  All:  Be prepared for anything.  Our missing crew are down there as well as the robots.

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: The AT is beamed down to a darkened pathway. Broken and beaten Romulan soldiers lay dead around them. In the distance, they hear weapons blasts.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::materializes ::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Glances at the CNS:: CNS: I don't know, but this button looks like the main control button.  ::Points to a green button::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Calmly walks over to the CTO & CNS::

CEO_Hull says:
@::Crouches down, pulling out his phaser at the ready::

CTO_Ryan says:
@CNS: What do you think?

Host Alpha says:
<Omega & Prime> @ ::Stand up and gather themselves::

MO_Angel says:
::Bends down to the nearest wounded to attend to him.::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::nods:: CTO: Looks good to me... ::sees Alpha approaching::

Host Alpha says:
@ Both: You cannot stop this. It is necessary.

Host Alpha says:
<Skyler> @ ::Turns and dives at Alpha:: Alpha: This is necessary you piece of --

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::points in the direction the noise had been coming from ::

CTO_Ryan says:
@CNS: Okay, I'm pushing it!  ::Pushes the button and crosses her fingers::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Simply hits Skyler in the head and sends him into the ground::

CNS_Richardson says:
@Alpha: Have you considered that what you are doing is NOT necessary?

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: The bombs activate and a countdown sequence begins.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Nodding to Angel to continue, heads in the direction of weapons fire.::

Host Alpha says:
<Skyler> @ Uhhh.

CNS_Richardson says:
@Alpha: You seem very sure of yourself, determining the fate of an entire universe. You are no better than the Vulcan that you destroyed...

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::follows the CSO, phaser rifle at the ready ::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Looks wide-eyed at the CNS:: CNS: OH NO!  ::Begins pushing buttons trying to stop the countdown sequence::

Host Alpha says:
<Prime>  @ ::Looks into the distance:: Omega: More life forms.

CEO_Hull says:
@::Moves forward with the rest of the AT::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Opens up her tricorder and scans the area, one eye open for anything.::

OPS_Eldad says:
@::Watches around as he follows, he tightens his grip on the phaser::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::hears the countdown starting, and speaks in an aside to Ryan:: CTO: I guess that wasn't the right button.

CTO_Ryan says:
@CNS: No kidding!  ::Taps the buttons frantically::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@All: <Whispers> What about we shoot for their optics?

CNS_Richardson says:
@Alpha: Does it not occur to you that you'd learn more, through understanding and communicating?

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Comes up behind the CNS & CTO and lifts them up. Then simply hurls them away from the console::

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: The AT soon comes upon the massive cavern where the bombs line the walls. They see even more dead Romulans, and the three Triona with Skyler, CTO & CNS. They also notice the dead Vulcan to the side.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@FCO:  Has that been successful before?  Your suggestion makes sense as it is.

OPS_Eldad says:
@::Glances at the direction of the FCO, he shrugs::

Host Alpha says:
@ CNS: Those are your forms of learning. Not mine.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Gets thrown against the cave wall:: Alpha: Hey!  You know I'm getting a bit weary of you attacking me from behind!  ::Rushes Alpha::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Looks at the new arrivals:: Prime & Omega: Terminate them.

OPS_Eldad says:
<edit my line before the ACTION

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::shrugs to indicate he doesn't know::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Pauses, lifting a hand for her team to halt.::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Looks calmly at the CTO::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::hits the wall, and grunts:: Alpha: Your way of learning is destruction. It is not learning.

Host Alpha says:
<Prime & Omega> @ ::Turns and rushes the AT::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Runs right into Alpha shoving him across the cave into a wall::

OPS_Eldad says:
@::Stop, he watches the scene::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::takes aim at the closest one's optics and fires ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@All:  Off to the side, defensive position.

CNS_Richardson says:
@::picks herself up, slowly:: Alpha: Only you can stop all this. Only you can change it. Stop it!

OPS_Eldad says:
@::Does as the CSO told::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Doesn't show any look of pain:: CTO: You’re a foolish humanoid. ::Brushes her off, sending her stumbling back::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Aims at Prime's optical sensor::

CNS_Richardson says:
@Alpha: Listen to me. What you are doing makes no sense.

Host Alpha says:
@ CNS: To your and your kind, perhaps.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Fires at close range, then spins off to the side.::

OPS_Eldad says:
@CSO: Should I open fire, Ma'am?

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Tackles the FCO & OPS::

CNS_Richardson says:
@Alpha: Then explain it to me...

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Stumbles backwards then rushes back to the console, ripping the panel door open and grabbing whatever is inside and ripping it out, trying to stop the sequence::

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: The weapons bursts ricochet off the heads of the Triona ... no effect.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@OPS:  Defend yourself.

CEO_Hull says:
@::hangs close to the side of the cave::

OPS_Eldad says:
@::Nods, he targets the robots mid-section and fires::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Turns and aims with her plasmatic energy discharges and lets loose::

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: Energy bursts slam into the walls all around the AT.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::Gets out a bottle of Acid and tosses it on the Triona::

CNS_Richardson says:
@:;gives up trying to reason with Alpha, and takes cover behind a console::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Keeping her head low::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Moves to the CEO::

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: The acid hits Omega ... and merely burns some of her pant leg off.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Rips out control chips with both hand and sends them flying over her shoulder::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Returns over to the console and sees the countdown has reached four minutes::

OPS_Eldad says:
@::Dives to his left, he rolls a few times on the hard flood before firing again::

CEO_Hull says:
@::Takes out his tricorder, begins scanning for a back door into the Triona robots logic circuits::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Looks at the CTO:: CTO: You will not disarm Klingon bombs that way.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::mutters and gets out the Argon industrial cutting Laser::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  Those are some kind of weapon.  Can you do anything with them without setting them all off?

Host Alpha says:
<Skyler> @ ::Leaps on Alpha's back:: Yeah! Well maybe we'll disarm you that way! ::Starts trying to rip his head off::

CTO_Ryan says:
@Alpha: Well, I can try!  ::Continues to rip out chips and then grabs a set of wires::

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: ZRANK! The CTO gets her hands zapped.

CEO_Hull says:
@CSO:  I haven’t toyed with Klingon bombs since my Academy days.....

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::fires Laser into Alpha::

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Kicks the FCO's legs out from under him while letting out an energy burst at OPS::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Jumps back as she gets electrocuted::  AGHH!  ::Moves back to the open panel::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO: Any suggestions?

CNS_Richardson says:
@:;crawls her way over to Ryan::

CEO_Hull says:
@CSO:  I'm looking for a way into the logic circuits of those beasties, maybe just turning off the switch might do the trick!

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::falls hard::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Feels what the CEO is trying to do. Aims at him next::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Grabs the wires again and tries to figure out which one to pull out::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  What about a high frequency wave?

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: Bomb countdown - Three minutes and counting.

CNS_Richardson says:
@::sees Omega targeting the CEO, and picks up a loose access panel, and wings it toward Omega::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Seeing Omega aim, draws his fire.::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Beads of sweat begin forming on her forehead as she tries to figure out which one to disconnect::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Fires at CNS then at CSO::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Ducks and rolls::  CEO:  hurry.

CNS_Richardson says:
@::ducks, and grabs another loose panel::

CEO_Hull says:
@::Sets his tricorder to emit an ionic pulse at the Triona, rotating pulse::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Resorts to the old stand by:: Ennie, Meenie, Miney, Moe..........

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::The ionic pulse actually causes her to look annoyed. Begins to walk toward the CEO::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::tosses the panel again at Omega, and then ducks again::

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Gets OPS in a choke hold::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::fires upwards at  Prime from the ground ::

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Is struck by blasts, and looks at the FCO while choking OPS::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Seeing Omega, move, sets her phaser at the highest setting and fires.::

CEO_Hull says:
@::Increases strength, and programs the tricorder to step frequencies from low to high band::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Lifts the CTO up by her neck:: CTO: Stop. It.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Gets lifted up again by the neck but doesn't let go of the wires::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Takes the CEO's tricorder from him and crushes it with her bare hands::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Turns to the console where the CTO was, and aims for the console itself, firing.::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::looks around for some sort of weapon strong enough to make Alpha put down the CTO::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@Tactical team: Get the CNS and CTO.

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: The console explodes ... the bombs continue to countdown ...

CEO_Hull says:
@Omega:  Why you tin plated vacuum tubed.....

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::fires more at Prime::

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: The bombs seem to be variating in time ... it is unknown when they are actually going to explode.

CTO_Ryan says:
@AGGGHHH!!  ::Gets exploded on::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::ducks as sparks fly::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::Feels the sparks hitting his body through his clothing::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ CEO: I'm a Triona, not a tin plated vacuum tube. ::Backhands him::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Her tattered uniform gets burn spots from the sparks::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@ COMM:  Paula Greene:  Prepare to lock onto the areas of our coordinates, and beam the bombs into space as soon as you can get through.

CEO_Hull says:
@::picks himself off the floor and grabs the CSO's tricorder, and keys in a tape worm virus, broadband transmission, continuous::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega>  @ ::Notes the CEO has gotten a new tricorder ... decides to go after him again::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  They are emitting some form of transmission that is creating the field.

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Looks at the bombs:: Prime & Omega: It is almost time. The bombs shouldn't be able to destroy us ... they'll be vaporized.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Rushes Omega again throwing her full weight at the robot::  CEO: WATCH OUT!!!

CSO_Tsalea says:
@Omega:  Stop.

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Sticks her leg out catching the CTO in mid-air::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::yells out:: CSO: Reasoning doesn't seem to work with them...

CEO_Hull says:
@Himself: For the love of Kahless ::rolls out of the way over to the other side of the cave::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Still struggling with Skyler::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Considers::

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Has knocked OPS into unconsciousness, moves onto the FCO::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Flies in the air and lands against the wall again:: Self: This is getting to be a habit.  ::Gets back up::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ Alpha: They are certainly proving to be durable.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@:: Aims the Argon cutting Laser into the eyes of Omega and triggers it ::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Is momentarily blinded by the burst of energy and stumbles back. But there is no permanent damage::

CEO_Hull says:
@::Programs the tricorder again, with the dreaded Nimda virus known to of disabled the White House email servers back in the 21st century::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::calls out:: Alpha: You wanted to see war, battle... this is a taste of it. Had enough?

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Is about to drive it's fist into the FCO's back when it suddenly starts to stumble back and forth::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::fires more coherent energy into the Optics of Omega::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Protects the CEO::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Head butts Skyler into the ground::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Fires at the ground near Alpha::

Host Alpha says:
<Skyler> @ ::Is barely maintaining his sanity since the Vulcan's death:: RAAAAARRR! ::Tackles him, getting struck by some of the CSO's energy bursts::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@CSO: If we can ever get a transporter lock, maybe these should be TP'd into the sun

Host Alpha says:
<Prime> @ ::Falls to the ground shaking ... the CEO's virus is working through its main computers::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ Alpha: Alpha! ::Takes the FCO's laser and shatters it:: They've done something to Prime.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@FCO:  The ship is ready.  But the robots are sending off some kind of blocking field.  Until that is removed, the ship can't get a lock.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Rushes over to a dead Romulan and rips his uniform jacket from his body.  Rushes over to Alpha and throws it over his head, holding onto the jacket from behind::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Falls to the ground from the CSO & Skyler's attack::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@CSO: A counter Field , perhaps?

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Uses it's sensors to determine the location of those around him. Lets loose a plasma burst which sends Skyler flying::

Host Alpha says:
<Skyler> @ ::His stomach is smoking as he slams the ground near the FCO::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  Can you set up a counter field so the PG can beam through to this room?

CTO_Ryan says:
@All: Get out of it's way!  ::Hangs on tight to the uniform jacket::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::makes her way over to Skyler, trying to pull him out of the fray::

Host Alpha says:
@ ::His head does a 360, spinning the jacket & the CTO around. It continues to do 360s as Alpha bites on and "latches" to the jacket::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Maneuvers to stay behind the robot::

CEO_Hull says:
@COM: PG:  Transmit this source code on all frequencies ::attached program:: beam it towards the planet

Host Alpha says:
<Paula Greene> @ COM: CEO: Sir, we can't do that ...

CEO_Hull says:
@COM: PG:  and why not?

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@CEO: Attach the transmitter we have to the Portable generator and send it to these ::indicates the other two ::

Host Alpha says:
<Paula Greene> @ COM: CEO: The virus would destroy practically the entire computer infrastructure of Romulus if we transmitted it on all frequencies.

CEO_Hull says:
@COM: PG:  Understood, interesting notion, I'll keep it in mind for future reference, Hull out

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Continues to yank on the uniform jacket trying to pull the robot off balance::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Looks at the CEO::  CEO:  What is that old saying?  Damned if you do and damned if you don't?

Host Alpha says:
<Omega>  @ ::Lifts the FCO up:: FCO: Fragile creatures.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::looks at the CTO and Triona dancing::

CEO_Hull says:
@::Looks over to the FCO, nods, and attaches the power pack to the transmitter, and engages the tricorder to transmit with increased power::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@COMM:PG:  Prepare to follow through with the FCO's request on my orders.

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Lets loose an energy burst from its eyes, ripping the jacket to shreds and nearly striking the CTO::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::sees that the FCO is in trouble, and decides to try a similar tactic to the CTO's; then sees Alpha's latest, and thinks better::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@ ::kicks Omega while being lifted up ::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Dodges the energy blast::

CEO_Hull says:
@CSO:  I have a new saying "Damned, damned, damned" <g>

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Hits the CTO with a full balled up fist ... breaking something while sending her flying across the cavern::

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: The CTO can barely remain conscious this time ... barely.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  One would hope not.  Is that about finished?

CEO_Hull says:
@CSO:  Should be close to seeing results,  ::makes a few adjustments on the tricorder::

Host Alpha says:
<Omega> @ ::Is about to crush the FCO's head ... and like Prime, does the weird dance ... smoke coming from her ears::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Lands with a "thud" across the cave, barely conscious::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::concentrates on staying alive while looking for some weakness::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  Whatever you did, it seems to be working.

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Sees Omega go down ... makes a decision. Walks over to one of the bombs and lifts it:: I will see to it that this is ended! Only the strong will survive!

CEO_Hull says:
@::nods at the CSO's remark, then sets the tricorder to transmit on a loop::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@Alpha: That is proven not to be you though

CNS_Richardson says:
@::calls out:: Alpha: You will end with us. It is not the way.

Host Alpha says:
<Skyler> @ Alpha: Aw, shaddup Darwin! ::Kicks his legs out from underneath him::

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: Suddenly, before the bomb can land on Skyler ... it is beamed out into space along with all the other bombs.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Looks around::  COMM:PG:  Do you have all the bombs?

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Looks around in surprise::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Leans against the wall and slowly pulls herself up::

Host Alpha says:
<Paula Greene> COM: CSO: All bombs have achieved "orbit."

CNS_Richardson says:
@::takes a deep breath::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@COMM: PG:  Prepare a security team and medical team to beam down.

Host Alpha says:
@ ::Eyes glow red:: No. It will not end this way. Clarity will be achieved. You cannot stop us. We will win. We must win. We must learn. Don't stop us. You can't stop us. ::Rushes them, and is as well struck by the field from the CEO ... the virus rips through his sensor network, and yet another Dkorai creation dies::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@Alpha: See? I told you that was not you

Host Alpha says:
ACTION: It is over. All that remains is the groans and grunts of the battered PG crew and the sparks & sizzlin' from the fried Robots.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  I would like to learn about this virus you have been using.  ::Watches as the last of the robots go down.::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@::glad to see the last of them collapse::

CNS_Richardson says:
@::stands, slowly, and starts checking on the injured::

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Watches as the bombs dematerialize and Alpha is destroyed.  Breathes a sigh of relief::

Host Skyler says:
@ ::Holds his rapidly healing stomach while giving Alpha a slight kick:: Piece of junk.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
@CSO: I suggest that they be beamed into the middle of the local star

CSO_Tsalea says:
@COMM:  PG:  Beam to medical the AT, sans myself and the CEO.  Include Skyler.

CNS_Richardson says:
@::looks at Skyler, trying to judge which Skyler it is::

Host Skyler says:
<Paula Greene> COM: CSO: Skyler ma'am?

CEO_Hull says:
@CSO:  I would imagine so would everyone else

Host Skyler says:
@ ::Ignores the others and walks over to the dead Vulcan whose head is facing in a sickly and not normal direction. He kneels beside him::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@COMM: PG:  All life forms within this room sans myself and the CEO.

CTO_Ryan says:
@::Stumbles over to Skyler:: Skyler: Hey, I have a Vulcan on the PG you might be interested in.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Walks over towards Skyler::

Host Skyler says:
<Paula Greene> COM: CSO: Aye, ma'am.

Host Skyler says:
ACTION: Everyone but the CSO, CEO & Skyler are beamed up.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
:::materializes in Sickbay ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  See to the robots.

CTO_Ryan says:
::Materializes in Sickbay and drops to the floor::

CNS_Richardson says:
::materializes::

CEO_Hull says:
@::Looks around, shaking his head in disbelief::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@Skyler:  Skyler?

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::helps the CTO up and onto a Biobed::

MO_Angel says:
::Medical swarms around the crew members, seeing to their various injuries.::

Host Skyler says:
@ ::Closes the Vulcan's staring eyes:: CSO: He may have been flawed ... but he gave me a second chance at life. And damned me to it. ::Stands up:: He used me against Starfleet, and for his own ends. I'm sorry yet I'm not sorry he's dead. But none the less ... ::Turns and holds his slightly bloodied hands out:: ... I am under your arrest.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@Skyler:  It has been a long time.  I am glad to see you are well, though I am concerned about the circumstances.  Are you alright at the moment?

CTO_Ryan says:
::Gets lifted onto a bio bed by the medical personnel and passes out from exhaustion::

Host Skyler says:
@ ::Stares at the Vulcan woman before him:: CSO: I'm a killer. No, I am not all right.

CEO_Hull says:
@COM: PG:  Send three containment array's down to secure what's left of the Triona robots

Host Skyler says:
@ ::Keeps his hands held out ... waiting to be arrested::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
Cns: Are you alright, Doctor?

Host Skyler says:
<Paula Greene Eng.> COM: CEO: Aye, sir.

CNS_Richardson says:
::nods:: FCO: I am fine. Ryan took the most damage, I fear ::looks over at the unconscious CTO::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
Cns: She does look the worse for wear

CSO_Tsalea says:
@Skyler:  I do not know all the circumstances.  We will work things out though.  But I am curious as to why you were not beamed aboard to sickbay.

CNS_Richardson says:
::smiles, a little sadly:: FCO: She'll be fine. She's a survivor.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
Cns: I am glad to see you are as well

Host Skyler says:
@ CSO: Part of the many changes the Vulcan made to me ... sensors can't detect my life signs. Now ... arrest me. ::Lips trembling:: Please.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@COMM: Paula Greene:  Beam aboard the life form 1.2 meters from me and place him in stasis.

CNS_Richardson says:
::nods::

Host Skyler says:
<Shinar> ::Suddenly enters into Sickbay reading a book::

CNS_Richardson says:
::looks up as Shinar enters::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@Skyler:  You are hereby under arrest until such time as this situation can be worked out.

Host Skyler says:
<Paula Greene> COM: CSO: Ma'am ... we're not detecting a life form 1.2 meters in front of you ...

CEO_Hull says:
@::The Containment Arrays materialize in the cave, Hull begins beaming them into the arrays one to each, then activates the secure containment fields:: 

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::tries to get a look at the title of Shinar's book ::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Bends down and places her comm badge upon the Vulcan's body.::  COMM: PG:  Beam aboard my comm badge.

Host Skyler says:
ACTION: The Vulcan's corpse is beamed up.

CNS_Richardson says:
::looks surprised:: Shinar: Where did you get that book? ::makes a grab for the book, which she recognizes:: That diary is private! I told you that before!

Host Skyler says:
@ ::Closes his eyes, letting a tear escape ... :: CSO: Thank you.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::looks at the rotten meat appear::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@CEO:  Are you ready to beam aboard?

Host Skyler says:
<Shinar> ::Rolls eyes as the CNS grabs the book:: CNS: Oh grow up, girlie ... we have bigger problems than privacy right now.

CNS_Richardson says:
Shinar: That book is Gabrielle's; how did you get it?

Host Skyler says:
<Shinar> CNS: It was in your office.

CNS_Richardson says:
::glares:: Shinar: That doesn't explain how you got it. Spill it, mister!

CEO_Hull says:
@CSO:  Aye, we're ready 

FCO_O`Rourke says:
::Shakes head at Shinar's actions::

CSO_Tsalea says:
@::Her shields up, lays a gentle hand on Skyler:: CEO:  Acknowledged.  Prepare to beam.

CNS_Richardson says:
::is very indignant, glaring angrily at Shinar::

Host Skyler says:
<Shinar> ::Counts his fingers on the hand:: CNS: Here. I'll simplify it for ya, gal ... Got. It. From. Your. Office.

CSO_Tsalea says:
@COMM: PG:  Please lock onto my bio signature and the CEO's comm badge.  Three to beam aboard.

CNS_Richardson says:
Shinar: You went snooping in my office??

Host Skyler says:
<Shinar> CNS: I was looking for you ... found the book, read it ... anyways, like I said, we have problems ...

Host Skyler says:
ACTION: The CEO, CSO & Skyler [finally] are beamed aboard.

FCO_O`Rourke says:
Shinar, : Until you learn manners, you will always have problems

CSO_Tsalea says:
CEO:  I leave you to your new 'toys'.  As soon as you have one ready, give the captain and XO a report.

CNS_Richardson says:
::takes a deep breath:: Shinar: I will address this through proper channels. You had no business snooping in my office.... ::takes a deep breath::

Host Shinar says:
FCO: Hey, Scotty, mind yer own business, k?

FCO_O`Rourke says:
Shinar: Just trying to give you good advice, my friend

CSO_Tsalea says:
Skyler:  If you will come with me to medical, we will see to your physical needs.  ::Nods at the security officer near by, who moves to their side.::

CEO_Hull says:
CSO:  Aye, get to work on one right away ::heads out to get a few Engineers on the project:

Host Shinar says:
CNS: Right ... try to warn ya. ::Takes out a jum jah stick and lights it up. Takes a drag:: But nah ... gotta go act like that. Fine then, guys 'n  gals ... find out the hard way. ::Turns and exits::

MO_Angel says:
Shinar:  Unless you have some injury that needs to be dealt with, take this elsewhere.  ::Hands on hips::

CNS_Richardson says:
::glares at the exiting Shinar, still holding the book close::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
Cns: I think he'll never learn

CSO_Tsalea says:
::Leads Skyler to sickbay, many questions on her mind to be asked later...::

Host Skyler says:
::Silently comes along::

CNS_Richardson says:
::sighs:: FCO: I still can't believe he was poking around in my office.... ::takes another deep breath, and opens the book, leafing through it::

FCO_O`Rourke says:
Cns: Sad thing when locks are needed

FCO_O`Rourke says:
Cns: Too bad he can't Trip out an open hatch and into space

CNS_Richardson says:
::nods::

Host Skyler says:
ACTION: And with that, we fade out on the Paula Greene as their conflict finally comes to a close.

Host Skyler says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= End Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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